To analyze neurophysiologically the functions of the primate hippocampus, the activity of 905 single hippocampal formation neurons was analyzed in two rhesus monkeys performing a conditional spatial response task known to be impaired in monkeys and in man by damage to the hippocampus or fornix. In the task, the monkey learned to make one spatial response, touching a screen three times when he saw one visual stimulus on the video monitor, and a different spatial response, of withdrawing his hand from the screen, when a different visual stimulus was shown. Fourteen percent of the neurons fired differentially to one or the other of the stimulus-spatial response associations. The mean latency of these differential responses was 154 k 44 (SD) ms. The firing of these neurons was shown to reflect a combination of the particular stimulus and the particular response associated by learning in the stimulus-response association task and could not be accounted for by the motor requirements of the task, nor wholly the stimulus aspects of the task, as demonstrated by testing their firing in related visual discrimination tasks. Responsive neurons were found throughout the hippocampal formation, but were particularly concentrated in the subicular complex and the CA3 subfield. These results show that single hippocampal neurons respond to combinations of the visual stimuli and the spatial responses with which they must become associated in conditional spatial response tasks and are consistent with the suggestion that part of the mechanism of this learning involves associations between visual stimuli and spatial responses learned by single hippocampal neurons.
INTRODUCTION
Bilateral damage to the temporal lobe in humans can cause anterograde amnesia (16, 30, 32, 33) . A number of structures are damaged, including the hippocampus and the amygdala. Experimental investigations have been performed to determine which structures are crucial in producing the amnesia and to analyze the neural bases of the different types of amnesia (8, 34) . In the monkey it has been shown that the ability to remember a list of objects in a recognition task is impaired by combined damage to the hippocampus and amygdala, but is much less affected by damage to the hippocampus or amygdala separately (17) . In analyses of the way in which the hippocampus could contribute to a memory deficit, it has been shown that tasks which are particularly affected by hippocampal damage in the primate include tasks in which both an object and the place in which it was seen must be remembered (8, 10, 20) . It is thus of interest that H.M., and humans with right temporal lobe damage, were impaired in remembering the positions in which objects had been placed on a board (3 1). We have recently reported that 9.3% of neurons in the hippocampal formation respond to the spatial position of stimuli presented in a multiple object-place task (22) .
Another task in which monkeys with sions are impaired is a conditional spatial hippocampal response task lein which one spatial response must be made to one stimulus, and a different spatial response to another stimulus (9, 29) . In this task, the monkey had to press a panel three times to obtain a reward when one visual stimulus was shown. When a different stimulus was shown, the monkey had to withhold pressing the panel for 3 s to obtain reward. On each day, the monkey had to learn the correct responses to a new pair of stimuli. It was found that monkeys with damage to the hippocampal system showed slower rates of learning this task than control monkeys (29). It is important that learning, th as is task cannot be solved by reward association each of the responses is equally associated with reward. Instead, the task requires the monkey to learn which spatial response to make to one visual stimulus to get the reward and which different spatial response to make to a different stimulus also to obtain the reward. It is also important that this conditional spatial response task requires new stimulus-motor response associations to be learned rapidly and flexibly [in the study by Rupniak and Gaffan (29) new associations were required every day], and so is different from habit learning, in which relatively fixed motor responses are learned gradually (18) . It is of interest in relation to the study of mechanisms of human memory that humans with right temporal lobe damage also have deficits in learning conditional spatial response tasks (2 1).
To analyze the functions of the hippocampus in the primate and to advance the understanding of amnesia, we are recording the activity of single hippocampal neurons in the monkey during the performance of tasks known to be affected by hippocampal damage and in related tasks. In this paper we describe the activity of single neurons in the conditional response task described above. It was of interest to determine whether neuronal activity was re formance of the task and if so, whether the ity was related to the stimulus processing task, to the motor responses being made i lated to the perneuron al activrequired for the .n the task, or to 0022-3077/89 $1 SO Copyright 0 1989 The American Physiological Society 669 the associations required to perform the task. The findings indicate that a considerable proportion of hippocampal neurons show differential responses in the task and that the activity of the majority is not unconditionally related to the stimuli used or to the movements made. The results provide evidence that their activity is related to forming associations between visual stimuli and spatial responses and that the activity of single hippocampal neurons reflects these associations, and not just the visual stimuli or the motor responses. The results are thus consistent with the hypothesis (24) that the rapid learning within the hippocampus of such associations is one of the functions it performs which enables here.
it to contribute to the of learning investigated
METHODS

Conditional spatial response task
The task may be described as a conditional response task with symmetrical reinforcement, nonspatial stimuli, and arm movement responses. The response requirement was for three arm reach responses when one stimulus was shown [fixed ratio three (FR3)] and for response omission [differential reinforcement of omission (DRO)] when the other stimulus was shown. The task is therefore abbreviated to FR-DRO. The task was designed to be very similar to that used by Rupniak and Gaffan (29) , so that neuronal responses recorded might be related to the deficit in the performance of the task shown by Gaffan and Harrison (9) to be produced by damage to the hippocampus.
The monkey initiated each trial by pressing a central key placed 25 cm in front of him. This sounded a 0.5-s signal tone (400 Hz) to enable him to fixate the video monitor placed 30 cm in front of him, just above the response keys. At the end of the tone, a discriminative visual stimulus appeared on the screen. To one of the stimuli (FR stimulus), the monkey had to press a response key (situated 3 cm to the right of the observing response key) three times within 3 s to obtain reward. In later experiments a similar procedure was used except that the FR response required the monkey to touch the monitor screen. These trials thus required a fixed ratio (FR3) type of response, which had to be completed within 3 s. The reward was fruit juice which could be obtained by licking a tube in front of the mouth, and its availability was indicated on the video monitor by a white circle presented for 1 s. If the monkey failed to touch 3 times within 3 s, the first touch after this period resulted in a white square appearing on the video monitor, which indicated that reward would not be obtained by licking. If the monkey licked, he obtained aversive saline solution.
To the other stimulus of a pair (DRO stimulus), the monkey had to withhold pressing the response key for 3 s. If he performed this response correctly, the circle appeared on the screen, and he could lick to obtain fruit juice reward. This was thus a differential reinforcement of omission (DRO) contingency. If he pressed the response key incorrectly, then the square appeared at the end of the 3-s period, he obtained saline if he licked, and the next trial was delayed by an extra 5 s beyond the normal inter-trial interval of 5 s. A PDPl 1 computer sequenced the trials randomly. The task was completely computer-controlled to ensure that no influence by the experimenters on the monkey's behavior or on the neuronal activity was possible. The computer switched the stimuli on and off for each trial and synchronized its data collection so that the stimulus was turned on at the start of the 2 1 st bin of a peristimulus time histogram. The stimuli were displayed 30 cm from the monkey on a color video monitor which subtended 12' at the retina. The stimuli were pictures digitized from the television. The resolution of these images was 256 pixels wide by 256 pixels high. The stimuli were digitized by the computer and loaded into an AEDS 12 video framestore from the computer disk for each trial.
The task could be run with different pairs of stimuli as the discriminative stimuli, but once a pair had been chosen, that pair was used for at least 50 trials. Measurement of the activity of the neuron when the monkey performed the same task but with a different pair of stimuli was one way in which evidence was obtained on whether the responses of hippocampal neurons were related simply to movements made by the monkeys. Further evidence on this, and on whether the neuronal responses were related simply to the particular stimuli being shown, was obtained when reversals of the task were required, that is when the monkey was asked to learn to make the opposite responses to the two stimuli.
Visual discrimination task with an arm movement response
To obtain further evidence on whether any neuronal activity recorded in the above task might be related to the movements made in the task, the following control task was also performed by the monkeys. This was a Go/NoGo visual discrimination task with asymmetrical reinforcement. using the same arm reaching movement response made to the same location as that used in the task described above. It is abbreviated to OA (operant task with arm movement response). The monkey initiated each trial by pressing the central key placed 25 cm in front of him. This sounded a 0.5-s tone to enable him to fixate the video monitor placed 30 cm in front of him, just above the response keys. At the end of the tone, a discriminative visual stimulus appeared on the screen. To one of the stimuli (the "Go" stimulus, usually a white circle presented for 1 s, and usually different from the discriminative stimulus used in the FR-DRO task described above), the monkey could press the response key (situated 3 cm to the right of the observing response key) to obtain a delivery of the fruit juice reward into his mouth. As described above, a similar version of the task was used in later experiments with a touch-sensitive screen. (In both these versions of the OA task, the arm movement was made to the same position in space as in the conditional response task, to show whether neuronal activity was related simply to arm movements.) To the other of the stimuli (the "NoGo" stimulus, usually a white square, and usually different from that used in the FR-DRO task described above), the monkey had to withhold pressing the response key. If the monkey pressed the key, he obtained aversive saline solution. No reward was given on NoGo trials, so that the task could be solved by stimulus-reinforcement associations, in that one stimulus was always associated with reward and the other with saline.
Conditional left-right spatial response task This task was also a conditional response task with symmetrical reinforcement using nonspatial stimuli, but required the monkey to make a spatial arm movement response to the right or the left side. Following one of the stimuli a reach response to touch the right side of the monitor was required, and to the other stimulus a reach to touch the left side was required. The stimuli consisted of black and white sine-wave gratings of different spatial frequencies and orientations and were not spatially restricted to any position on the screen. This is thus a simple example of a task in which one spatial response (go right) must be learned to one stimulus, and a different spatial response (go left) must be learned to another visual stimulus.
Other tasks
The monkeys were also trained to perform a visual discrimination task with a lick response, which was run as a further control to ensure that any results obtained were not due to obtaining AND SPATIAL RESPONSES 671 reinforcement, licking for fruit juice, etc. This task is abbreviated to OP (operant task). If a circle, the positive discriminative stimulus (S+), appeared on the monitor, the monkeys could lick to obtain a fruit juice reward, and if a square of the same area and luminance, the negative discriminative stimulus (S-), appeared the monkey had to withhold licking in order to avoid aversive hypertonic saline. A 0.5-s tone preceded the presentation of the stimulus, and if the monkey was fixating correctly before the stimulus appeared, he had sufficient time to perform the discrimination and obtain multiple licks of the fruit juice tube in the short (1 .O s) period in which the stimulus was on. This procedure was designed to ensure fixation of the stimuli (28), and was also used in the OA memory task. The order of presentation of the stimuli was randomized. The electrooculogram (EOG) recordings confirmed that this procedure resulted in consistent fixation of the video monitor screen on which the stimuli were presented.
Recording techniques
The activity of single neurons was recorded with glass-insulated tungsten microelectrodes [after Merrill and Ainsworth (15) , but without the platinum plating] in two rhesus macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta) (weight 3.0-4.5 kg) seated in a primate chair using techniques that have been described previously (25). The monkeys had been implanted under thiopental sodium anesthesia with stainless steel holders on which an adaptor could be fitted for the later daily recording sessions. The action potentials of single cells were amplified using techniques described previously (28), were converted into digital pulses using the trigger circuit of an oscilloscope, and were analyzed on-line using a PDPl 1 computer. The computer collected peristimulus rastergrams of neuronal activity for each trial and displayed, printed, and stored each trial, as well as computing the peristimulus time histogram by summing trials of a given type. To facilitate latency measurements, the cumulative sum distribution was calculated from the sum peristimulus time histogram. For each trial the number of action potentials occurring in a 500-ms period (and a 250-ms period) starting 100 ms after the stimulus onset was printed. This period was chosen because the neurons studied responded to visual stimuli with latencies which were typically 2 100 ms, and the monkeys consistently fixated the stimuli for >500 ms. Fixation of the stimuli was confirmed using permanently implanted silver/silver chloride electrodes for EOG recording. The EOG recordings provided eye position with an accuracy of l-2' and were sampled by the computer every 10 ms and saved with the action potentials for each trial.
X-radiographs were used to locate the position of the microelectrode on each recording track relative to permanently implanted reference electrodes and bony landmarks such as the posterior tip of the sphenoid bone (1). The position of cells was reconstructed from the X-ray coordinates taken together with serial 50-pm histological sections stained with cresyl violet which showed the reference electrodes and microlesions made at the end of some of the microelectrode tracks.
Treatment of results
For each cell, measures of responses were calculated from the total number of action potentials occurring on each trial during periods starting 100 ms after the presentation of the discriminative stimuli and lasting for 250 or 500 ms. A Student's t test was performed to determine whether the neuron responded differently on the two types of trials in a task. The level of significance required was taken as 0.05, although for the majority of differentially responding cells, the actual level of significance achieved was P < 0.00 1. A few such significant results might be expected by chance among the population of neurons from which recordings were made. To test whether more cells had significant results than would be expected by chance, the number of cells with significant results at each level (e.g., P < 0.05, P -C 0.01, and P < 0.001) found using the t test was compared using ax * test with the number that would be predicted by chance.
The latency of neuronal responses or the differential latency of the neuronal response, that is the latency at which it fired significantly differently for the different trial types, was determined using cumulative sum and running mean statistics. The cumulative sum (36) was calculated on-line, using 18 prestimulus bins as the reference. The point at which the slope of the cusum changed was taken as the latency. Running mean t tests, which compared the mean number of neuronal spikes in 18 prestimulus bins with the mean number of spikes in 2,3,4, or 5 poststimulus bins, were performed over the sums of trials of any one condition, over the difference of the sums of trials of two conditions, or over the cumulative sums of these arrays of values, to provide further confirmation of the latency at which each neuron responded differently on the two types of trials.
RESULTS
The activity of 905 neurons was recorded during the performance of the FR-DRO conditional response task in two monkeys. Four hundred fifty-nine neurons altered their firing rate in the task. Of these, 28 responded as the monkey initiated a new trial, 189 responded during the cue period or at the time of image onset, 5 neurons were activated when the trial was aborted (see above in METHODS), and 192 neurons responded differently in the two types of trials. It was found that 63 of these 192 neurons with differential responses had activity which was unconditionally related to the movements that the monkey was required to make (e.g., reaching), as shown by the neuronal responses found in either the OA task (in which 111 of the 192 neurons were tested) or with alternative stimulus pairs but the same movement responses, in the FR-DRO task (see below). These neurons were therefore classified as movement-related and were not studied further. The remaining 129 neurons with differential responses in the task ( 14% of the total sample) thus had activity which was not movement-related, yet which was differential in the conditional response task. There were many more such neurons with statistically highly significant response as indicated by the t tests than would be predicted by chance (as tested by a x2 test, X2 = 10 14, df = 2, P + 0.00 1). This extremely highly significant X* test result shows that the population of neurons did not respond differently in the different conditions of the conditional response task just by chance. The responses of these 129 neurons form the main subject of this paper. The responses of the neurons which were unresponsive in this study are described elsewhere (4, 26).
An example ofthe activity of a single hippocampal neuron in the conditional response task is shown in the top part of Fig. 1 . This neuron fired more on DRO than on FR trials. Rastergrams and peristimulus time histograms are shown. The latency at which the neuron responded significantly differently on DRO and FR trials was 120 ms, as shown by cusum tests and by running mean statistics. The latencies of the monkey's touch responses to the key, as shown by each T, were ~300-400 ms. The lower part of the figure shows that the neuron did not fire during the performance of the visual discrimination task which used the same arm reach response (OA trials), so that its activity was not movement-related. Example of the activity of a neuron in the conditional response task. Peristimulus rastergrams and time histograms show that the neuron responded on DRO trials with a latency of 120 ms. The visual stimulus appeared at time 0, when a 0.5-s warning tone ended. On FR trials the neuron did not show the poststimulus firing evident on the DRO trials. Each touch made by the monkey is shown by a T. Responses of the neuron were not related to arm movements being made in the conditional response task, for in a simple visual discrimination task (OA) shown at the bottom of the diagram, the neuron did not respond either when the monkey made the arm movement response when a reward-related visual stimulus was shown (S+ OA or GO trials), or when the monkey withheld the arm movement response in order to avoid obtaining saline when the S-visual stimulus was shown (S-OA or NO-GO trials). The operant task with an arm movement response (OA) was also tested on this neuron to determine if its activity was unconditionally related to the motor aspect of these tasks. This neuron was recorded in the dentate gyrus.
An example of the firing of another single hippocampal neuron in the conditional response task is shown in the top part of Fig. 2 . This neuron fired more on FR than on DRO trials. Rastergrams and peristimulus time histograms are shown. The latency at which the neuron responded significantly differently on FR and DRO trials was 100 ms, as shown by cusum tests and by running mean statistics. The latencies of the monkey's touch responses to the key were -300-400 ms. The middle part of the figure shows that the neuron did not fire during the performance of visual discrimination tasks which used the lick response (OP trials) with the same visual stimulus pair, showing that the response of the neuron could not be accounted for simply by a response to the stimulus used in the FR-DRO task. Figure 2 (middle) also shows that the neuronal response was not related unconditionally to the movement made in the FR-DRO task, in that the neuron did not respond when the monkey made the same arm movement to touch the screen in the visual discrimination task (OA trials). Thus the neuron responded to the combination of the particular stimuli and the particular responses which had been associated by learning in the conditional response task.
The responses of another neuron tested with different stimulus pairs in the conditional response task are shown in Fig. 3 . With stimulus pair 1, the neuron increased its firing on FR trials with a latency of -200 ms and decreased its firing on the DRO trials with a latency of -100 ms. When the monkey performed the conditional response task using two different stimuli, as shown on the right of the diagram under "stimulus pair two," the neuron decreased its firing on the FR trials with a latency of -100 ms and did not respond on the DRO trials. This set of results shows that the neuron did not have responses that were unconditionally related to the movements being made, which were the same with stimulus pair 1 and stimulus pair 2. In other tests (see below), it was shown that such neurons did not respond unconditionally to the stimuli (e.g., when the stimuli were shown in different tasks), so that such neurons respond in conditional response tasks to combinations of particular stimuli with particular responses.
Of the 129 neurons which responded differentially in the conditional response (FR-DRO) task, 60 responded on the FR trials (43 with an increase of activity, 17 with a decrease), and 5 1 on the DRO trials (39 with an increase, 12 with a decrease). Eighteen neurons showed a combination of an increase and a decrease in the different task conditions during the period over which activity was analyzed. Those neurons showing an increase of firing had a mean spontaneous firing rate of 16.2 spikes/s and had a mean response firing rate of 34.2 spikes/s. Neurons which displayed a decreased response to one of the stimuli had a mean spontaneous firing rate of 26 spikes/s with a mean response rate of 10.1 spikes/s. Finally those neurons showing a combination of an increase to one stimulus but a decrease to the other had a mean spontaneous firing rate of 27.7 spikes/s and a mean response increase to 39.4 and decrease to 17.2 spikes/s.
The differential response latencies of these neurons after the onset of the discriminative visual stimuli are shown in Fig. 4 . The mean latency was 154 t 44 (SD) ms for neurons Example of the activity of another neuron in the conditional response task that responded more on FR than on DRO trials (A and B). The conventions are as in Fig. 1 . The latency for the differential responses was 100 ms with respect to stimulus onset. No differential activity was found in a visual discrimination task using the same stimulus pair as in the FR-DRO task, so that the neuronal responses in the conditional response task were not simply due to the stimuli shown (C and D). In this visual discrimination task, on S+ OP trials the monkey made licks to the FR stimulus to obtain fruit juice reward and on S-OP trials did not lick to the same stimulus used on DRO trials in order to avoid obtaining saline. E and F show that in the OA task, the neuron did not respond on S+ OA trials, even though the same arm movement was being made as in the FR trials. Thus the neuronal response in the FR-DRO (conditional response) task was not unconditionally related to movement. This neuron was recorded in the CA3 region of the hippocampus.
belonging to the main peak whose latency was 1260 ms. The motor response latencies of the first touch made on FR trials were typically in the range of 300-400 ms. The electromyogram associated with the responses might be expected to start -100 ms before the behavioral response was detected (cf. Ref. 24) , so that the response latencies of most of the hippocampal neurons probably preceded the movements made by the monkeys in the task.
The nature of the responses in the task is next considered by assessing whether they responded in the other tasks.
Of the 129 neurons with differential responses in the conditional response (FR-DRO) task 85 neurons were also recorded from in the OA task, in which the same arm movement response was made, to investigate whether the differential neuronal responses were simply related to arm movements. (In the OA task, arm movement responses to one stimulus were always rewarded and if made to the Sstimulus were associated with the delivery of aversive saline, so that this is a Go/NoGo task, not a conditional response task.) Examples of recordings made in this control OA task are shown on at the bottom of Figs. 1 and 2. Fifty-three of the 85 neurons (62%) did not respond in the OA task, whereas 30 neurons (35%) responded differentially but in the opposite direction to that observed in the FR-DRO task (see Table 1 ). Thus the responses of these neurons in the FR-DRO task were not unconditionally related to the movements made in the task, and so they were not classified as movement-related.
Of the 85 neurons, 2 (2.3%) responded in the same way in the OA task as in the FR-DRO task, but neither of these two IITI  IT  I   II  II  I  I  II  II II II  ITII  IIITIIIT  I  I   III  II  II nlIIIIII  II I11 TI  I II  ITUI  1 I I  III I  II  III  II  I I I I  Il l  I  IIIII  II#IIIIIIIIIII  III  I  I   II  II  I  I IIIIII  I  IIII  I III  IIIII  II  I  II II I  l l l l l l l  II  I  II  I  III  I  II  I I I II  IIIII  I  III  I   I II  II  I I  I  I  III  III  III  III  I I  II I I  III1  IIIII  I  I  l l l l l  I II I Il l  I  I I  I II I II  I   I II  111111111111  I I  IIIIII  l l l l l l  II  I  I  I  I  II   I I   I  III1  I  IIII  II  Il l  III  I  I  IIII  I  II   ,  11  11  I  r  I,  I  ,  1  !  ,  I  I  I  , 3 . Responses of another hippocampal neuron which was tested with different stimulus pairs in the conditional response task. The conventions are as in Fig. 1 . Stimulus pair 1: the neuron increased its firing on FR trials with a latency of -200 ms and decreased its firing on the DRO trials with a latency of -100 ms. Stimulus pair 2: when the monkey performed the conditional response task using two different stimuli, the neuron decreased its firing on the FR trials with a latency of -100 ms and did not respond on the DRO trials. This set of results shows that the neuron did not have responses which were unconditionally related to the movements being made, which were the same with stimulus pair 1 and 2.
neurons responded consistently using the other FR-DRO pair (see e.g., Fig. 3 ) of stimuli, so that none of these 129 neurons with differential responses had movement-related activity.
The possibility that some of these neurons were coding whether or not a motor response should be initiated (in this case a lick movement) was tested by analyzing the activity of 43 of the 129 differential neurons in the visual discrimination task which used a lick response. In this (OP) task the monkey had to lick to receive reward when one visual stimulus was shown, but to make no response when the other visual stimulus was shown (otherwise saline was obtained). Of the 43 neurons tested 29 showed no response, and 13 showed a response which was inconsistent with that shown in the FR-DRO task (i.e., the neuron responded to NoGo if it had responded to FR in the FR-DRO task or to Go if it had responded to DRO) (see Table 1 ). (Thirty-one of these 43 neurons were tested with the OA task.) Only one neuron showed a response which was consistent with a hypothesis of movement initiation accounting for the responses in both tasks, but even this neuron did not fire simply in relation to movement initiation, in that it responded on the opposite type of trial when an alternative pair of stimuli was used in the FR-DRO task.
The second possibility considered is that the neurons' responses were related to the particular stimulus shown in the conditional response (FR-DRO) task. One type of evidence on this came from comparing the neuronal responses when the monkey was working with different stimulus pairs to indicate FR as opposed to DRO (as already mentioned above). Of 59 neurons for which evidence is available, 14 (24%) responded similarly in the task (e.g., on FR trials) even when different stimulus pairs were used (see Table 1 ). Thus the responses of these neurons were not stimulus specific. It may be noted that these neurons were not just movement related either, in that all 14 tested failed to respond in the OA task. Thus their responses are neither unconditionally stimulus-related nor unconditionally response-related. Of the 59 neurons tested with different stimulus pairs in the FR-DRO task, 26 (44%) responded differently when different stimulus pairs were used. For one of these neurons, it was possible to show using a reversal of the FR-DRO stimuli that the responses occurred to one of the stimuli independently of whether it signified FR SENSORY  -MOTOR  ASSOCIATION  TASK   (FR-OR01   SPATIAL RESPONSES  675 or DRO, and this neuron thus had a stimulus-related response. The responses of the remaining 25 neurons could have been related either to the stimulus shown or to the combination of the stimulus and the motor response required to that stimulus. Some additional data on whether these neurons were unconditionally stimulus-related comes from the nine neurons with comparable responses (e.g., on Go trials) in the FR-DRO and OA tasks. In that these neurons had differential responses in these two tasks in which different stimuli were used, the neurons did not have stimulus-specific responses for one of the stimuli used in the tasks. Further evidence that the majority of these neurons did not have responses which were unconditionally stimulus-related is that during the learning of this FR-DRO task, the responses of 16 out of 24 neurons tested altered when the monkey learned the responses to make to the stimuli, so that these neuronal responses could not be accounted for by stimulus-evoked activity alone (6). Further evidence consistent with this conclusion is that 3 out of 3 neurons tested with the same stimuli in the FR-DRO task and another task (e.g., OP or OA) did not show the same responses to the same stimuli in the different tasks. These findings together show that the responses of at least the majority of the neurons with differential responses in the FR-DRO task could not be accounted for simply by unconditional stimulus-related activity. It was of interest that of the neurons tested with alternative pairs of stimuli in the FR-DRO task only 19 (32%) HG. 5. Recording sites at which differentially responsive neurons were found in the 2 monkeys. Responsive neurons were found at all anteriorposterior levels, but were particularly concentrated in the subicular complex and CA3 subfield. CA1 and CA3, subfields of the hippocampus; DG, dentate gyrus; EC, entorhinal cortex; TF-TH, area in the parahippocampal gyrus. Transverse sections are shown with millimeters posterior to the relative to sphenoid ( 1) indicated.
showed no response, whereas 62% did not respond in the OA task, and 67% did not respond in the OP task. This suggests that neurons which fire differentially in the FR-DRO task are more likely to respond differentially to other pairs of stimuli in the same task than in the different tasks of OA and OP.
The sites at which these neurons were recorded are shown in Fig. 5 . Neurons of the type described were distributed throughout the hippocampal formation and at all anterior-posterior levels. However, there was a tendency for neurons belonging to the subicular complex and to the CA3 subfield to have a relatively high probability of responding in these tasks (5). The neuronal activity recorded from the hippocampus proper could not easily be classified in terms of the "theta" versus "complex spike" types found in subprimate species such as the rat and rabbit. This is consistent with electroencephalographic studies in the primate showing a paucity of theta-like activity (e.g., in humans see Ref. 11) and is discussed in more detail elsewhere (26).
The activity of 239 neurons was analyzed in the different version of the conditional response task, the conditional spatial response task. In this task to obtain a reward the monkey was required to reach to the left side of the monitor screen when one stimulus was shown and to the right side when a second stimulus was shown. This is thus a very clear example of a task in which one spatial response must be learned to one stimulus, and a different spatial response must be learned to another visual stimulus. Of the 239 neurons studied, 120 (50%) showed some response in relation to the task, and 27 (11.3%) neurons responded differentially by responding more to one of the stimulus-motor associations than to the other. A x2 test to compare the number of neurons with significant differential responses compared to the number expected by chance gave X* = 19.7 with 1 df and P < 0.00 1. This shows that the differentially responding neurons in this task did not have differential responses just by chance. This proportion of differential neurons is similar to that found in the FR-DRO conditional response task described above and is further evidence that hippocampal neurons have activity which is related to the performance of conditional response tasks.
DISCUSSION
A considerable proportion of hippocampal neurons ( 14%) had differential activity in the conditional response (FR-DRO) task. In that the learning of this task is impaired by damage to the hippocampal system (8, 9, 29) , these neurons may be important in the task. The nature of the function performed by the hippocampu .s in the task will be considered using the analysis of the factors which accounted for the responses of these hippocampal neurons. Of particular interest is whether these hippocampal neurons had activity which was simply (i.e., unconditionally) stimulus-rela ted, simply movement-related, or instead was related to the formation of associations between stimuli and responses or to the formation of representations useful for such associations to be learned.
For the great majority of the neurons analyzed, their responses could not be accounted for either in terms of stimulus selectivity, nor in terms of movement relatedness. Thus for 45 of 59 neurons (76%) for which data were available, selectivity to the stimuli used in the task could not account for the differential neuronal responses found in the task. For all 129 neurons with differential firing in the conditional response task analyzed in detail, the differential neuronal responses could not be accounted for simply by the movements that the monkey was required to make in a given task. Nor did Go versus NoGo commands for the initiation of a movement account for the responses of the majority of the neurons in that 98% of neurons tested in other tasks such as OA and OP in which Go and NoGo behavior was required did not respond differentially in these other tasks. Similarly, the differential neuronal responses in the conditional response task were not related to factors such as the presentation of reward or licking as shown by the different neuronal activity found in the visual discrimination tasks, OA and OP. These findings thus show that during the performance of conditional spatial response tasks, some hippocampal neurons respond to combinations of the stimulus and the response which the monkey has had to learn to associate so that he can make the correct response to each stimulus. It is of interest that in the human hippocampus, some neurons have been recorded which have activity which alters while a choice of which key to press is being made [for example, in a memory task to indicate whether a stimulus has been seen before (1 l)]. As in the monkey, the activity of these neurons does not occur simply to the stimulus or to the response (11). The recordings described here suggest that there are neurons in the monkey hippocampal formation which have activity related to the association between stimuli and places in which to respond and the recordings in humans suggest that this could also be the case in humans.
It is important to emphasize that conditional response learning is different to stimulus-reinforcement learning and that the brain mechanisms required for these different types of learning are different. For conditional response learning, an arbitrary association must be learned between a stimulus and a response. The monkey must learn to make one response to one stimulus and a different response to another stimulus, and provided that he does this, he obtains reward on both types of trial, so that simply learning that one stimulus is associated with reward will not help him learn the task. Both stimuli are equally associated with reward. It is for this type of arbitrary mapping of a stimulus to a spatial response that the hippocampus is involved (7, 8, 29) . Damage to the hippocampal system does not affect learning in which stimuli are reward related, i.e., the learning of associations between stimuli and primary reinforcers (8, 9). In contrast, amygdala lesions do impair the learning of associations between stimuli and primary reinforcers, so that amygdala lesions do impair performance on tasks in which behavior has to be guided to approach stimuli which have been rewarded previously, or to avoid stimuli which have been associated with punishment previously (7, 8, 19, 22, 29) . It is thus suggested that the neurons described here in the hippocampal formation which respond to combinations of a stimulus and a response which the monkey has had to associate together are related to the formation of these arbitrary mappings from a stimulus to a spatial response.
It is also important to emphasize that the conditional response learning being studied here requires flexible asso-ciations between a stimulus and a spatial response, so that the type of learning is different from the learning of relatively fixed habits. The deficit in conditional response learning produced by hippocampal damage is evident in tests in which either new stimuli are used each day and the monkey has to learn the appropriate response to make to them, or the monkey has on each day to reverse the particular stimulus to response mapping he performed on the previous day (7-9, 29). In this sense it is the flexible and rapid formation of stimulus-response associations which is dependent on the hippocampal system. In contrast, if a habit must be learned that is relatively fixed, for example, to make a given response to a given stimulus consistently from day to day, then this type of relatively slow and persistent learning can still occur in the absence of the hippocampus and the amygdala (18) . Instead, this type of motor habit learning may depend on the basal ganglia (18) . Now, in the study described here, the relatively flexible and rapid conditional response learning of the type for which the hippocampus is required was investigated, in that the monkeys were often switched to different stimulus pairs for which the response mapping was not well-known to the monkey. Further, in a subsequent study, we are investigating the responses of neurons while the monkey learns conditional response tasks and are finding that the neuronal responses to the stimuli often alter during the learning to produce differential responses of the type described here, so that these neurons are involved in flexible stimulus-response mappings and not just in motor habit learning (6). It is thus suggested that the neurons described here that respond to combinations of a stimulus and a response which the monkey has had to associate together are related to the formation of these flexible arbitrary mappings from a stimulus to a response. Another possible difference between the role of the hippocampus in conditional response learning and that of the basal ganglia in habit formation may be that for the hippocampus, spatial information processing (of where in space the stimulus is or, alternatively, of where in space to make a response) seems to be required for hippocampal damage to reflect impaired performance; that is, a conditional response task with a nonspatial stimulus and a nonspatial response (tapping) is not impaired by hippocampal damage (D. Gaffan, personal communication) . Thus it appears that the hippocampus is required when a flexible arbitrary mapping is made from a stimulus to a response, and at least one of these is spatial. In the experiments described here, a spatial response was required (approach to a screen to touch it or withdrawal from the screen), and it is of interest that under these conditions quite a high proportion (14%) of hippocampal neurons had differential activity related to the task. Of course, not all these neurons responded in the same way during this task; that is, the stimulus and response combinations to which the neurons responded were different for the different neurons. This implies that many different associations can be represented by the activity of the whole population of hippocampal neurons; that is, the association memory is efficient (see further Refs. 23, 24) .
The experiments described provide some evidence about how the hippocampus may be involved in stimulus-motor response mappings of the conditional, flexible type. The neurons analyzed responded to combinations of stimuli and responses, e.g., to a particular stimulus when it was associated with a particular response, and did not typically respond simply whenever the stimulus was shown or simply (unconditionally) when the response was made. This is consistent with the possibility that associations between the stimuli and the responses were being stored on neurons in the hippocampus (in that the neurons responded to the combinations described). Given that inputs from the visual association cortex (conveying information about the stimulus seen) and from the parietal cortex (probably conveying information about the spatial response being made) reach the hippocampus through the entorhinal cortex and perforant path (35), and that the afferents onto hippocampal pyramidal cells are modifiable by a Hebbian rule ( 12-14), it is suggested that the synapses onto hippocampal pyramidal cells are one site where synaptic modification involved in flexible stimulus-response association memories are made (23, 24) . It will be of interest to investigate in future experiments whether the hippocampal neurons are the first set of neurons in this functional pathway where the associations are made or whether there is sufficient mixing of afferents within, e.g., the entorhinal cortex for such associations to be made there. The available anatomy suggests that inputs from different cerebral cortical areas remain segregated in the entorhinal cortex (2), so that the association between for example information from the parietal and temporal cortices may not be possible in the hippocampal system before the hippocampus proper. Within the hippocampus, it is suggested on the other hand that the possibility for associations to be made between signals originating from widely different areas of the cerebral cortex is present, being implemented for example by the CA3 recurrent collateral system with its Hebb modifiability, which enable associative connections to be made throughout the CA3 cell population (24).
Having formed such associations between stimuli and responses, e.g., onto CA3 neurons, it remains to map these neurons, which simply reflect the memory that there has been an association between a stimulus and a response, into motor space. The responses of the main population of neurons described here are not in motor space, in that they do not show response invariance, i.e., their activity is not unconditionally related to motor responses. However, 6.9% (63 of 905) of the neurons found did have responses which were unconditionally related to movement, occurring simply, e.g., in relation to arm extension. The responses of the stimulus-response combination or association neurons described here could be mapped into motor space via these hippocampal neurons with movement-related activity. Alternatively, the mapping of the stimulusresponse combination neurons into motor space might be achieved through the output pathways from the hippocampus to the motor system. One such output pathway consists of connections through the fornix and mammillary body/anterior thalamic nuclei system to the cingulate cortex, and thus via its connections to the supplementary motor area (24).
